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RECREATION PROGRAM IN A PRIVATE 
FAMILY CAMPGROUND 

Edward G. Bernstein describes a new role for private family 
campground owners in providing a variety of structured recreational 
experiences. The aim is to make leisure time rich and creative, 
strengthen family unity, and awaken appreciation which sparks the 
desire to conserve and protect our natural environment. Reprinted 
from the "Selected Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Eastern 
Conference on Camping Areas" in conjunction with the Second 
Annual National Conference of the Family Camping Federation, 
Boston, Mass., March 14-17, 1968. 

INTRODUCTION 

Family camping has dealt admirably with the physical, the things 
we see and touch and measure and weigh without too much difficulty. 
Prime examples are FCF's (Family Camping Federation) Standards 
Program and the graphic campground design material developed by 
the Park Practice Program. 

But the time has come for a shift in the direction, for a realization 
that something more than clean bath houses and well-spaced sites are 
needed to bring fulfillment to family campers. Let us be mindful of two 
important facts: 

1. We are service oriented, designed not onlytomeet housekeeping 
needs of a camping public but also conceived as an ideal instru
ment for helping Americans find worthwhile satisfactions during 
their new found leisure. Hence we must be concerned with the 
nature of the experience, the recreation of campers. The im-
plications of this responsibility are more difficult to grasp than 
the physical, the resource oriented matters referred to above. 
But understand them we must. Do something about them we must 
or lose an opportunity for service that is ra re in the annals of 
recreational endeavor. 

2. We are more than just service oriented, we are family service 
oriented. In this day and age when the family as an institution is 
threatened on all sides by negative forces in modern society, any 
agency contributing to family unity must capture our imagination. 
Family camping can. It is incumbent upon us to structure a 
course of action. 
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Regretfully, leaders in a position to influence the course of events in 
family camping have shied away from an involvement with "people 
centered" matters pertaining to operation of their areas. Many such 
campground operators are justified in holding this position. Their areas 
have only the capacity to service transient families. They maintain high 
standards of site development and maintenance. Their goals end with 
safeguarding camper health, fostering facilities for his comfort, and 
conserving surrounding natural resources. Numerous owners, however, 
have added leisure attractions to tneir lay-outs in the form of swimming, 
boating, nature trails, playground and recreation hall facilities. During 
conservations with these individuals over a period of years we found 
resistance to implementing recreational programs in their areas. It 
seems that a lack of understanding and a fear of the unknown are r e 
sponsible for so serious an omission. We hope this paper will help dispel 
this resistance to being involved with campers' leisure experiences. 

In our quest for quality through rendering campground recreational 
services, we will concentrate more on personal satisfactions received 
from activities than on mere camper participation. We will attempt to 
show how programs tend to meet human needs for physical health, 
emotional security, social adjustment, aesthetic appreciation, and posi
tive identification with our natural environment. 

The experience of a family camping for several days in one location is 
our primary concern. We require a setting that permits full exploration 
of a wide variety of recreational experiences. Outdoor activities will 
dominate the program but circumstances might well dictate use of 
facilities under cover, particularly during inclement weather or for 
certain evening social programs. Virtually 'round the clock time of the 
family is subject in a permissive way to the influence of campground 
recreational leadership. This ra re opportunity requires facilities that 
parallel those of a community recreation program. The campground at 
monadnock Mountain Recreation Area, Jaffrey, N.H. has these facilities 
and will be referred to in the manner of a case study. This paper deals 
with the author's five years of family camping recreational experience in 
this location. In capsule, the area is characterized by the following 
attributes: 

a. Central New England location near population concentration. 

b. Adjoins State Park and dominant terrain feature, Mount 
Monadnock. 

c. 170 acres of full growth tree stands and wilderness terrain. 

d. Water resources consisting of 20-acre private pond, 200-acre 
lake, numerous streams and waterfalls, 75 ft. swim pool sandy 
lakeshore beach. 

e. Relative abundance of fish and wildlife. 

f. Nature trails and mountain climbing paths. 

g. Field, court, range, and waterfront sports facilities. 
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h. Indoor recreation areas. 

i. 75 campsites located in shaded and open areas with water and 
mountain views. 

j . Central campus with scenic overlook. 

The extensive campground layout described above is not required for 
development of a worthwhile recreation program. Within the scope of our 
area's natural and man-made resources many examples of recreational 
activities may be portrayed. The reader may take interest only in those 
patterns that suit his operation. 

Since the recreation program we are about to describe is not currently 
understood by campground operators and many others interested in 
family camping, it is vital that we all have a common understanding. What 
do we mean by such terms as recreation, program, leadership, and group 
dynamics as they apply to family camping? The sort of experience we 
have in store for visitors is not generally anticipated by families planning 
a camping vacation. How do we reach them and interest them in our pro
gram? How do we guide and orient campers to our area? How is 
a meaningful recreation program organized in a campground, particularly 
when we are cognizant of the worthy self-directing inclinations of family 
campers? How does this program take shape and what specific family 
recreation experiences may be expected?How do we satisfy human needs 
through our program? How do we utilize recreation programs to facilitate 
camper understanding and appreciation of our natural environment? How 
are leisure activities used as a tool to foster camper responsibility as 
a citizen for natural resource conservation? 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Just before a holiday last fall, some gentleman contacted us by phone 
in a frantic effort to make late reservations. "Can you take care of us?" 
he asked. After inspecting the chart, we indicated that we could reserve 
a campsite for him. "Campsite," he exclaimed, "I don't want a camp
site, I want electricity, water, and sewer hook-ups on a flat piece of 
groundl" Communication breaks down when we are not sure of our de
finition of terms. At a regional NEHACA (Ne-Ha-Ca, New Hampshire 
Campground Owners Association) meeting last fall, one operator de
scribed his area as "strictly a recreation campground." When questioned 
he indicated that his campers could use a lake and beach and enjoyed 
boating free of extra charge. In his mind this was a comprehensive 
recreation centered area. It is possible to get tied up in knots over 
semantics if we are not sure of meanings. Three important words need 
defining: recreation, program and leadership. 

Recreation 

These characteristics are most commonly attributed to the term: 

a. Recreation is enjoyable, voluntary activity or experience. 

b. It is carried on during leisure or uncommitted time. 
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Do you feel that just outdoor and nature recreation should be con
sidered? If other program classifications should be included, what 
phases of such activities are pertinent to family camper needs? Our 
position is that priority should be given to outdoor and nature recreation 
if the campground setting possesses adequate resources. Most families 
have chosen to be involved in family camping for the recreational 
opportunities peculair to that type of setting. No leisure experience that 
is creative and both personally and socially rewarding should, however, 
be arbitrarily excluded. Whatever your conclusionts, it seems logical that 
programs in a family campground should be simple. There should be a 
trend toward self-direction rather than high organization. Informality 
should be the keynote. Both individual and group fun will be in evidence 
but emphasis will point in the direction of family involvement. The pro
gram will encompass mental and aesthetic, as well as physical activities. 

No discussion of program should omit the important findings of the 
ORRRC Report on relative popularity of various outdoor recreation 
activities. In order of number of occasions of participation, they are 
listed as follows: 

1. Driving for pleasure 

2. Swimming 

3. Walking for pleasure 

4. Playing outdoor games 
or sports 

5. Sightseeing 

6. Picnicking 

7. Fishing 

8. Bicycling 

9. Attending outdoor 
sports events 

10. Boating other than sailing or 
canoeing 

11. Nature walks 

12. Hunting 

13. Camping 

14. Horseback riding 

15. Water skiing 

16. Hiking 

17. Attending outdoor 
concerts, drama, etc. 

An activity list is not all we contemplate when using the term pro
gram. We also think about services a campground renders in trasnform-
ing the list to reality. Any one or a combination of services can be 
supplied, from simple advisory information, to provision of facilities 
for self-directed use, to organization of highly structured program. Three 
levels of service may be described as follows: 

1. Every campground with even minimal recreational objectives can 
provide program services by merely listing tourist attractions 
in the nearby region. A local road map posted and spotted with 
sample brochures on a bulletin board would suffice if campground 
staff were not available to convey more advisory information. At 
MRA we regularly refer campers to a nearby ranch for horse
back riding and hayrides. We often help organize a group of fam
ilies in one of these activities, but the ranch assumes all direct 
leadership responsibilities and provides facilities. 
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2. Many campgrounds develop recreation facilities for self-directed 
use by traditionally independent camping families. Thus a camp
ground may design, build, and maintain a beach with dock, boat 
ramp, and raft. Most areas regretfully do little more than con
trol behavior and keep the beach clean. 

3. If we continue the example of the waterfront one step further and 
render supervisory services in the form of a lifeguard to assure 
safety, if we set up a plan of direct program leadership by pro
viding swimming, sailing, and water-skiing instruction, then we 
enter the third level of recreation programming. Few camp
grounds function in this capacity. Actually the ultimate in pro
gram development comes when educative and interpretive 
functions orient campers prior to arrival, thus preparing them 
and motivating them for the fullest recreational experience. 
Details of this procedure will be discussed later. 

1. 2. 3. It is possible for one campground to base its program 
policy on each of the three tiers of service for certain types of 
activity. At MRA we have a mountain as our front door neigh
bor. Various demilies accept the challenge to reach its summit 
in different ways. The Jones' are self-sufficient people with 
ideas of their own. They take one quick look at the bulletin board 
map showing a toll road up Monadnock's south face and off they 
go. The Smiths ask questions, they see the map outline of our 
trail to the summit, they express a desire to use this path. We 
orient them give them a map, inspect clothing and footwear, 
explain precautionary matters relative to departure time, check 
out and signing in. If the Smiths are late in returning, we send 
out a search party. This is function level#2. Often several fam
ilies desire to make the trip together. In this instance, we provide 
a leader, take along such special equipment as a telescope, 
divide the party into separate groups according to physical 
capacity, and map out varying climbing objectives. This is pro
gram service level number three. 

c. Usually it brings immediate satisfaction, but an individual may 
look forward to long term personal or social values gained from 
experience. 

d. When made part of a campground program, an area 's recreation 
activity may look to socially worthwhile goals for individuals, 
families, or the broader campground community. 

e. The heart of recreation is nottobefound in activities performed 
but rather in value to the individual of doing. 

Since family camping is so closely identified with the out-of-doors, 
many will associate our areas chiefly with so-called outdoor recreation, 
what the ORRRC (Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission) 
Report calls those activities man pursues for pleasure in a non-urban 
environment. The ORRRC Report continues its definition with this lucid 
description of outdoor recreation: 

At its best, outdoor activity is essentially a "renewing" 
experience—a refreshing change from the work-a-day world. 
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As long as the activity is freely chosen—because it is refreshing 
and interesting to do—then it serves the basic function of 
"recreation"—the task of re-creating human vitality. Latent energy 
is tapped, unused powers of the body, mind and spirit are employed, 
the imagination works on fresh material, and when all these things 
occur, the individual returns to his work with a sense of renewal. 
All in all, being in the outdoors is a good, wholesome, healthful use 
of leisure. 

The fact that we live in a world that moves crisis by crisis does not 
make a growing interest in outdoor activities frivolous or ample 
provision for them unworthy of a nation's concern. 

Recreation is also said to overlap with "outdoor education," or 
"nature recreation" the acquiring of appreciation and skills in con
nection with our natural environment. Thus we see recreation as an om
nibus term covering a broad spectrum of interests and activities. During 
this presentation little or no limit will be set on its scope except to ex
clude leisure pursuits that are physically, socially, or morally harmful. 

Program 

Off hand some may assume we are talking only about a list or schedule 
of activities. To be sure, an outline of leisure experiences in family 
camping should be established as part of our interpretation of program. 
The following ten categories are applicable to family campgrounds: 

1. Low organization games and informal sports 

2. Arts and crafts 

3. Music - singing 

4. Dance 

5. Dramatics on an informal campfire skit basis and story telling 

6. Social activities 

7. Hobbies 

8. Special events—trips and sightseeing 

9. Volunteer services 

10. Outdoor and nature recreation 

In making our program work, we can look in various directions: 

1. There is much about family camping that has a timeless quality: 
singing, story-telling around the campfire, exploring the woods, 
living and preparing food out-of-doors, fishing, swimming, and 
seeking informal social contacts with fellow outdoor smen. There 
is a danger in looking only to the past thus being unmindful of 
contemporary life patterns as they affect outdoor recreation 
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experience. Unlike our forebears, many campers or would be 
campers are two and three generations removed from the land. 
An outdoor environment can be frightening to the city dweller. 
That's why he may most often be seen camping, so called, in a 
condensed version of his own home or apartment. Until the would 
be outdoorsman has accommodated himself to real camping, our 
program goals might in some instances seem to temper the rough 
aspects of past camping patterns with modification, understand
ing, interpretation, and instruction. 

2. Many of us are prompted to learn from each other, to glean ideas 
for program and carry them back to our areas. This we look not 
only to the past but to present camping trends around us for in
spiration and progressive programs. In most instances, this is 
sound procedure providing the glove fits the hand. If you operate 
a campground just off a supper highway near a historical capital 
city, nature interpretive programs are not your cup of tea. You 
had better stick to your rich sightseeing appeal for traveling 
camping families. 

3. An area may set up program goals based on solicited interests 
of campers. In one sense this has value since campers are more 
highly motivated if they are a recognized part of the recreation 
planning experience. While this approach has its virtues, we 
should be mindful of the fact that our participants may have a 
poverty of interests. Little that is new or creative may spring 
from this procedure. 

4. The area program may also be influenced by the special interests 
of its operator. We know of one campground run by a farmer who 
brings hayrides and agricultural chores to visitors. Their exper
ience is colored by the influence of its leader. This could be over
done to a point where campers are dominated by the operator 
and fail to return next season. 

We might well insert a fifth source of guidance: from professional 
experts and the findings of research. Perhaps when the time for decision 
arrives, the only advice we can give ourselves is to take the best from 
each source and combine it with the most appropriate service level to 
structure the most effective recreation program fro our area. 

Be reminded, however, that activities like scaling a mountain must 
have in sight worthwhile objects. These objectives are reached through 
leadership motivated by enlightened beliefs as to the meaning and value 
of camping for families in modern life. 

Leadership 

At a recent meeting of private area owners, the question was raised 
as to whether or not they should have recreation programs. One owner 
indignantly responded with, "You mean to say we have to worry about 
keeping campers busy and happy?" To this sentiment our answer is an 
unqualified "Yes ." As the future of family camping unfolds, it will be 
seen that we are the "good guys," the happiness boys, the dealers in 
fun, the dispensers of satisfactions, the instructors in skills and, at 
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the same time, teachers who would bring to campers a sense of wonder, 
appreciation and responsibility for our threatened public inheritance . . . 
the great out-of-doors. 

The structure, scope, and complexion of a campground recreation 
program is born in the mind of its owner, conditioned by the insights 
and inspiration of his leadership and limited only by the resources, both 
human and physical, that exist in his area. 

How do we define this term leadership? In recreation, the leader is 
commonly regarded as the person who handles face-to-face activities. 
In a campground, the owner, who may not be involved in direct program 
contact with campers, may nevertheless take on leadership functions in 
a broad sense. He is the spokesman for the area at large, establishes 
policy, interprets objectives, trains and supervises staff. In small 
private camping areas all these leadership functions may be performed 
by one person who may not have anyone on his recreation staff. 

If the truth be known under the present state of affairs in private 
campgrounds, a lack of funds forces us to depend on the good will and 
coperation of adult or teenage campers to ssumesome leadership roles 
on a volunteer basis. In some cases we arrange for such services on a 
barter basis in exchange for camping privileges. While this practice is 
not the best arrangement, it is certainly better than no leadership. Often 
these volunteers, or quasi-volunteers, are more interested in their own 
needs than in complying with campground policy. Their attendance can be 
unreliable. We can hope for effective service from these individuals if 
we take the time to orient and prepare them for their leadership roles. 
They should be consulted for opinions and given due recognition as an 
important and worthwhile segment of the campground staff. They need 
and should get constructive supervision and encouragement plus a clear 
idea of their responsibilities. 

The usual dictionary definition of a leader indicates that he is a person 
who leads, directs, commands, and guides. When associating this ex
planation with campground recreation, we prefer to emphasize the guiding 
aspects of the definition. To be sure, in situations when hazards and 
safety are paramount, the pressure of time may call for a leadership 
attitude of command to ward off catastrophy. Where specific skills are 
being taught, leadership will be called on to direct the proceedings. 

In whatever way we define recreational leadership, it is important 
that its functions be related to groups. Recreation in a campground moves 
that its functions be related to groups. Recreation in a campground 
moves chiefly through clusters of people, individual families, and 
persons assembled on the basis of a special interest in the same activity. 
In recreation, people are not compelled to join the groups. They are 
gathered together on a voluntary bisis. Hence the situation requires that 
a campground recreation leader have those qualities that help him func
tion effectively with groups in an informal permissive atmosphere 
whether it be for planning activities or handling program activities. 
What are some necessary leadership traits that can be counted on to 
bring effective response from a camper group? 

1. Skills and knowledge of activities with ability to communicate. 
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2. Sensitivity to needs and feelings of others; a facility to like, 
respect, and cooperate with campers in a group effort. 

3. Personal traits that indicate emothional maturity; a sense of 
humor, enthusiasm, imagination, initiative. 

A campground recreation leader should use his personal equipment 
along with an understanding of group dynamics to realize effective pro
gram results. A leader should understand that the milieu of a group 
motivates a decision for action on the part of an individual. Group en
thusiasm stirs up interest in venturing into certain activities that the 
camper no doubt had no previous inclination for. The leader should use 
interactions of people within a group to uncover indigenous leadership. 
He should realize that an atmosphere of harmony in the group is im
portant to get a willingness on the part of its member to pitch in and 
cooperate. He should appreciate that sections of its membership may 
form cliques to exclude others and that an atmosphere of warmth and 
friendliness is vital to giving all members a feeling of being wanted and 
belonging. We who have seasonal camping families are well aware of 
those constellations of "permanents" who are prone to exclude short-
term camping families from the circle of their fun. 

Specific leadership functions include conveying information, intro
ducing ideas, pointing to necessary rules governing behavior and safety, 
pooling contributed ideas into an integrated plan of action, and finally, 
by virtue of his personality, setting a tone of harmony and enthusiasm. 
When we leave the planning group and turn to campers in activities, the 
recreation leader has these additional jobs to perform: teach skills, 
give information, demonstrate by performance, referee to control action 
or resolve disputes, effect necessary controls and discipline. In a 
campground setting with people showing tendencies for independence and 
self-reliance, the recreation leader should see his role as often fluc
tuating from one of most active involvement to withdrawal when campers 
give evidence of their ability to lead themselves. 

POINTS OF VIEW, POLICY AND PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES 

Just as bread without yeast falls flat in the oven, so, too, will a r ec 
reation program without knowledgeable leadership prove disappointing to 
its participants. In order to steer a worthwhile course, campground 
recreational leadership must have its sights set on sound points of view, 
fundamental beliefs as to the meaning and value of family camping in 
modern life. From such insights will evolve management policies, and 
from these policies will come specific procedural guidelines. 

Points of View 

1. Need for financial security in private area operation. Since State 
and National campgrounds are on a low fee basis that has tax sup
port, private areas are hard put to meet competition unless they 
render services beyond and above what public entities can supply. 
This service gap is the key to higher fees for private campgrounds 
and it points directly to the necessity for developing progressive 
recreation programs. 
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2. Belief in dignity and worth of human personality. Family camp
ground recreation programs should strive to meet these human 
needs: 

a. Physical health through wholesome exercise. 

b. A sense of feeling welcome, wanted, recognized, and approved. 

c. Opportunities to adjust to and get along with fellow campers 
thus achieving social maturity so necessary in our democratic 
society. 

d. Realization of creative self-expression ad achieving personal 
goals. 

e. A sense of well being and security. 

3. We should appreciate that divisive forces in modern society are 
working against stability in family life. While it should not be con
sidered a panacea, family camping must be recognized as a grow
ing, constructive means for building family ties of warmth and 
understanding by fostering opportunities for children and parents 
to have fun together. 

4. Since the greatest substance of our service as a recreational insti
tution is the out-of-doors, we must meet the need for natural r e 
source conservation through interpretive programs. 

5. We recognize the current family camping "explosion" to be an 
outgrowth of modern industrialtechnology with its shorter work week 
and longer and more frequent vacations. We appreciate that the 
monotony of man's contemporary work patterns and his lack of 
physical exercise bring increased need for effective recreational 
experience. Too many uncommitted hours are at stake for family 
camping to ignore its potential for bringing rich creative leisure 
to our population. 

Policies 

1. For universal family appeal, program should serve all ages, both 
sexes, and function in family group and coeducational patterns. 

2. To keep a family together, program should cover a variety of activi
ties and recognize each member's right to express his own 
interests. 

3. To insure continuance of family involvement after leaving, pro
gram should foster carry-over patterns of recreational behavior 
and develop lifetime sports and recreational skills. 

4. To avoid discouragement and foster new experience, program 
should start on simple levels and work for progressive achieve
ment. It should strive for universal acceptance by servicing dif
ferent levels of ability and interest. 

5. More attention should be given to satisfactions received than 
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activities performed. Kenneth's catching the fish is not as impor
tant as what catching the fish does for Kenneth. 

6. Family group experience is most apt to be implemented when 
program incorporates elements of excitement and adventure, has 
a spirit of creativity, and at the same time recognizes necessity for 
balance between active experience and quiet relaxation. 

7. In recognition of the independence and free spirit of family camp
ers , program should be permissive, flexible to meet changing 
conditions, and yet guided into logical blocks of time. 

8. In order that families may enjoy full benefit of their environment, 
complete use of both campground and broader community resources 
should be realized. 

9. To ensure full participation in all areas of interest without blocking 
of added charges, there should be a policy of no extra fees for rec 
reational facilities, equipment, and instruction. 

10. Above all, program shouldbeenjoyabletocampers.lt should foster 
new experiences, teach new play skill, and educate for full appre
ciation of wonders of our natural environment. 

11. To compensate for the artificial patterns of city life, program 
should emphasize primary recreational experiences. 

12. Program should be guided by use of sound recreational leadership 
techniques. It should be subject to periodic evaluation. 

13. Program should be planned with campers not imposed on them. 
Movement for instituting program should come from them. 

Procedural Guidelines for Program Development 

1. We suggest a camper program planning meeting as the basic tool 
of recreation organization in a family campground. This event 
gathers the camper community together and affords an opportunity 
for motivating interest and formulating action decisions in those 
areas of participation where groups of families are involved. 

2. The leadership role is a constant informal advisory and motivating 
service on recreational opportunities in the campground. Conse
quently decisions for camper community group programs may 
evolve at times outside the confines of original planning meeting. 

3. Where and when interest is expressed is not too important. The 
key to program development in the democratic and permissive 
atmosphere of the campground is to get the expressed interests 
committed so a program plan can be structured. We advise use of 
"camper activity preference sign-up sheets" as a working guide 
for determining areas in which program will move. 

4. Interests expressed on sign-up sheets can then be transferred to 
bulletin boards, taking into consideration decisions as to time and 

http://shouldbeenjoyabletocampers.lt
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place made at the camper program planning meeting. Each daily 
outline of announced events should be prefaced by a reminder to 
campers that the plan was determined by their wishes. 

5. Where an activity requires planning of such detail as to burden 
deliberations of original camper meeting, committee action should 
be organized with camper leadership. 

6. Since many campers may be visiting on a short term basis, teach
ing of skills might well be handled on a transitory, clinic format. 
Sustained informal class instruction is called for where interest 
and period of camper visitation warrants. 

7. Since the family campground recreation program is both creative 
and permissive, leadership must be ever mindful of two factors: 

a. An announced activity may be cancelled or changed. 

b. Camper participation is invited whether or not he goes through 
the mechanics of placing his name on sign-up sheets. 

8. Our experience at MRA has indicated that campers prefer schedul
ing first those activities having most popular sign-up response. 
Campers also desire assistance in learning skills early in the week 
so that facilities may be more fully enjoyed. Surprisingly, they 
insist that plan for a whole week be posted so they can in turn set 
up their individual family experience pattern without conflictl 

MOTIVATING CAMPERS TO PARTICIPATE IN 
A CAMPGROUND RECREATION PROGRAM 

Since the concept of campgrounds functioning as community centers in 
the country is new, families may be at a loss to understand values of 
this unusual camping situation. Let's face it, millions of our citizens, 
while enjoying luxuries of an affluent society, still have impoverished 
backgrounds when it comes to awareness of creative leisure time pur
suits. At MRA a large proportion of the camper group enjoys the bene
fits of a higher education, with adults having developed recreational 
appreciations plus having memories of their own childhood camping 
experiences. These factors are apt to awaken interest and response to 
our developed proposals for family fun. What then motivates the average 
family to visit MRA? We use the following tools to do the job: news
paper and magazine ads, feature stories, camping shows, appearances 
before camper organizations, direct mail, and campground directory 
listings. 

Advertisements 

Our basic ad is a comprehensive description of what we offer. This 
piece is illustrated and makes a promise to deliver the many recreational 
features of our area. We list facilities, activities, rates, location, plus 
suggestion to write or phone for more details if needed. 

Feature Stories 

Willingness of magazines and newspapers to accept our releases was 
gratifying. One paper mentioned MRA as a rare example of a campground 
with diversified recreational facilities. Another ran a picture and de
scribed our program, headlining the article with "SOMETHING FOR 
EVERYONE." We were able to describe our program planning objectives 
and square dancing policy in a magazine that also carried comments 
from one of our campers in a special column on campground visitation. 
This latter article was so complete in its interpretation that we included 
several thousand reproductions in our routine brochure mailings. 

Camping Shows 

Booths at shows play a major role in explaining an area to prospective 
campers. The sea of eager faces at these events is at once a revelation 
and an opportunity to tell our story. Photos and posters emphasize 
program highlights. One of these posters reads: 

THIS WE BELIEVE ABOUT FAMILY CAMPING 
It's more than eating and sleeping out-of-doors. 
It's fun and adventure together. 
It's discovering new ways to enjoy nature, sports, and play. 
It 's making friends and renewing old acquaintances. 
It's youngsters, teenagers, and adults all active and happy with Mom 

and Dad relaxed and contentl 

Other interpretive materials explain how we plan programs with camp
ers and advise that all equipment, activities, and instruction are free of 
extra charge. We list opportunities for evening programs and sightseeing 
tr ips. Prospective visitors are urged to drop by and inspect the area. 
The camping show presents an occasion to ask questions and get answers 
without resorting to the laborsome process of correspondence. 

Appearances before Camper Organizations 

We have discussed our recreation program at meetings of camper 
organizations. This technique of interpretation is much the same as in
dividual discussions with campers at shows. Opportunity to handle the 
subject in depth and discuss mutual camper-operator programs is fruit
ful. Word-of-mouth recommendations grow out of such meetings. In 
the final analysis, campers telling campers is the best interest rouser 
we could fashionl 

Direct Mail and Campground Directory Listings. 

Listings in the New Hampshire Campground Directory bring thousands 
of letters to our state information center. These are available to oper
ators for direct mail promotion use. This directory, plus responses 
from commercial campground guides, are a source of contact with 
future campers. 

The brochures we use in answering inquiries from future family 
campers as a result of the promotional techniques just discussed will be 
considered in the next section. 
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It is well, before closing this review of camper motivating, to report 
relative effectiveness of each technique. Percentages listed are based on 
notated inquiry forms. 

Newspaper and Magazine Advertising 
Camper Word-of-Mouth 
Camper Shows 
Directories 

GUIDING AND ORIENTING CAMPERS 
TO CAMPGROUND 

Our conception of conducting a recreation program for family 
campgrounds involves more than just supervision of activities or the 
blowing of a whistle to signal the start of a swim race. Preparing 
families for their experience is very much a part of our responsibility. 
This entails understanding of how they feel in process of planning a 
trip, guiding them thru details of advance reservations, travel routing, 
registration, site selection, and setting up on arrival. 

Let us consider for a moment problems of families contemplating a 
camping vacation. Weeks, even months, of dreaming may go into plans 
for the holiday. While everyday living may have its disappointments, 
the camping trip is anticipated as a perfect experience—to borrow a 
phrase from that famous advertising slogan: "things go b e t t e r " . . . 
when we camp. Operators must sympathize with this frame of mind and 
govern camping preparation procedures accordingly. After all, we are 
dealing with the precious free time of our visitors. 

Before making a major purchase, most of us have reservations on the 
wisdom of our choice. Buying camping equipment and arranging for 
a campground vacation represent sizable investments. Certain factors 
condition families to be cautious in selecting areas to visit. Inaccuracy 
in advertising and campground directory listings have resulted in many 
family disappointments on arrival at certain destinations.* Knowledge
able campers, therefore, seek guarantees to avoid past mistakes. 
Because of this situation MRA makes a special point of inviting the 
camper to sample before he buys. We say, "Drop in and inspect our 
set-up. After all, that's the best way to select a campground." Even if 
a preseason visit is impossible, our future camper is put at ease by the 
very invitation to inspect. 

We must further appreciate the concerns of a city dweller just turned 
outdoorsman: getting lost enroute, hazards of pulling a trailer, con
fusion in putting up a tent, fear of arrival in the dark, anxiety over site 
availability and family happiness in a new camping situation. This 
camper needs assurance that help will be available in emergencies, 
that a campsite is reserved and waiting, that Mom and the kids will 
have fun. 

Effective communication through correspondence and campground 
literature can help handle difficulties cited above. Our brochure rein
forces the "promise" of magazine and newspaper advertising with: 

1. Specific outlines and descriptions of activities and facilities. 

2. Detailed rate information and accurately mapped travel data. 

3. Panoramic sketch of MRA. 

4. Rules and regulations plus general campground information. 

5. Sightseeing recommendations in Monadnock Region. 

The brochure has two communication tools. One is entitled: "We 
desire more information. Please mail details checked below." The other 
is a reservation form for specifying features of campsite desired, 
hookups required, arrival and departure dates contemplated with record 
of desposit submitted. Our office completes the planning cycle by mailing 
confirmation. 

MRA mail is designed to do more than dispel anxieties and handle 
administrative details. It has information on how we help campers 
enjoy the area, what we consider important to preserve natural beauty 
plus health and welfare of visitors. There is a blank space for jotting 
personal comments in answer to: "How can grandma, visiting friends, 
the dog, or the boat be cared for." Mail is a very special tool to be 
handled promptly if we are to convey genuine interest in our addressee. 

A final phase of family preparation for campground recreation con
cerns experience on arrival. For many the trip has been a hot nerve-
fraying -event7-?f3urr-grxieiun^ is cordial with thoughtful directions to 
lavatory, cold drinks, speedy registration, and site selection. Unless a 
specific spot was reserved, we offer a variety of locations. Camping fun 
begins with exploration of the area for a site. Underlying preferences of 
family groups are too complex for us to determine in advance the type 
campsite best suited for a particular party. We give assistance if needed 
in moving into a selected location. Should a storm threaten or oncoming 
darkness pose a problem, we forego delays of registering and hurry the 
family to its final destination. 

Thus, we see the role of area leader guiding camper thru a series of 
decisions and actions culminating with setting up his gear in a desired 
location. From the beginning, we show a warmth and understanding for 
the camper's welfare that makes him feel welcome and wanted. His 
special desires for assigned campsite are recognized and respected. The 
manner in which the shape pre-camping impressions of the newcomer 
will in a large degree influence his response to our efforts in organizing 
the family campground recreation program. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE FAMILY 
CAMPGROUND PROGRAM 

When people are involved in the democratic process of determining 
directions for their individual and collective fun, setting the stage for 
action is vital. Most camper arrivals and departures at MRA take place 
on weekends. It logically follows that Sunday night be selected for a 
camper program planning meeting. This gathering is held at an early 
hour, making it available to all members of the family. Format is c i r 
cular so that all in attendance may feel a part of the group and free to 
participate in discussion. Campers are reminded that the meeting was 
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called to help them plan family fun during the week, to explain admin
istrative policies of area, to introduce staff, and to review safety pre
cautions associated with health and security of camper community. 

The first order of business is a call for an expression of interest in 
both individual and group activities. Suggestions are noted. The leader 
mentions programs popular in the past and suggests new ones. He 
explains "Campers' Activity Bulletin Board Sign-up Lists ." He further 
advises that expressed interests will be transferred to regular bulletin 
board for daily schedule. He is careful to mention that lists are merely 
guides in helping plan camper activities, that signing-up is not a r e 
quirement for participation. If date and hour designations for certain 
activities are not determined at the meeting, the leader is usually 
instructed to schedule programs in order of popularity as revealed on 
sign-up lists. Campers universally request posting of the entire week's 
schedule as soon as possible so that families may make their own plans 
without conflicting with the program. 

The camper meeting and sign-up sheets are tools for motivating 
participation, offer opportunity for expression of camper interests, and 
serve as a guide for transferring both group and individual activity 
needs into informal patterns of action. 

Numerous observations may be made of this procedure. First, it is 
creative in method. Few activities are fixed in time and place, exceptions 
include square dancing (because a caller must be engaged far in advance) 
and swimming hours (because the lifeguard cannot be expected to 
function 'round the clock). 

MRA's approach to program organization is permissive. An activity 
with many sign-up names may falter from lack of interest. Folks change 
their minds. Conversely, we have had a meager list for "Story Nature 
Walk" and, then by parading thru the area, ranks swelled to over
flowing! Weather naturally has its influence on where and what will take 
place. The leader must be alert to changing situations and take initiative 
for suggesting appropriate alternatives. For instance, on one occasion 
our large holiday camper group faced the disappointment of inclement 
weather. Festive outdoor events were cancelled and indoor alternatives 
suggested: a volleyball game in the recreation hall, ping-pong tournament 
in game room, bingo, even an indoor campfire program and amateur 
hour all served to take up the slack. Outdoor "pur is ts" may frown on 
this approach claiming that it is fun to walk in the rain, and this is true. 
But a realistic view of contemporary camper frustration over poor 
weather has convinced us that active, socializing indoor experiences 
are heartily received and appreciated. 

MRA's fluid approach to program organization is in tune with the free 
spirit so characteristic of campers in their natural outdoor setting. 
This creative policy is more difficult than rigid scheduling techniques 
and calls for leadership insight. When all is said and done, we must 
constantly remind ourselves that the sign-up board is merely suggestive. 
It does not reflect participation of campers who do things on their own 
or the repeat families who join fun without attending familiar meetings 
or signing lists. Not only do individuals become involved without lending 
their written name to the mechanics of planning, but group recreation 

often takes place without bulletin board announcements. Family Softball 
games after supper may become a regular event while guitar song-fests 
of teenagers take place all summer at scattered intervals. 

Even within the context of our informal approach, certain program 
patterns take shape. Early morning is equipment checkout time. Mid-
morning and midafternoon command most of the active and special 
sports events. Just before and after noon and supper meals, quieter 
time fillers such as ping-pong, shuffleboard, and trail walking take over. 
From a weekly point of view, sports skillclinics come early so campers 
may benefit from instruction for the duration of visit. Dancing has always 
been a Saturday night activity while popular campfires or hayrides 
usually find scheduling early in the week. 

Since MRA policy permits use of all recreational and sports facilities 
at no extra charge, there is a heavy demand for oars, archery, tackle, 
etc. Unequal use of these items was once called to our attention at a 
camper meeting. During the ensuing discussion campers advanced the 
following effective procedure: equipment was to be checked out during 
three daily sessions with deposit submitted and financial penalties levied 
on those failing to return items on time. The plan works! 

From many points of view, the camper meeting has far-reaching value. 
In itself, it is a stimulating social activity. Campers enjoy getting 
acquainted and relish the prospect of making new friends. The pleasure 
of discussing plans for fun sets a high level of morale for the week. 
Expressing opinions, offering suggestions, voting to make decisions, are 
vital socializing experiences. Finally, camper involvement and a sense of 
fully possessing the destiny of their camping vacation are all consistent 
with traditional independence of people in an outdoor recreational setting. 

We would like to emphasize that sign-up sheets are merely a catalytic 
agent of campground program development not to be conceived as a 
research technique for tabulating camper leisure time interests. More
over, other factors influence camper activity involvement besides Sunday 
night meetings, sign-up sheets, and bulletin board announcements. We 
make note of the area store where much come-and-go traffic and equip
ment check-out take place. This focal center of camper interest is a 
logical point of contact for motivation. Campground recreation leadership 
must also be conceived as a "roving" operation. Many areas of interest 
may be explored with campers, at the beach or by the tail gate of the 
area maintenance truck. 

It must be remembered that at a family campground there are no fixed 
dates of arrival and departure. Sixty percent of our people visit four or 
less days. Consequently, a family arriving Monday morning will be in 
the dark as to what is happening. On registering these campers, a brief 
orientation is in order, with referral to the bulletin board. This item is 
a vital tool of communication between leader and camper. Of particular 
interest to newcomers is "Notice to Campers." Then, of course, there 
are the weekly program schedules, area attractions of our region, rules, 
regulations, maps, religious notices of local churches, community 
buying directory, telephone numbers for emergencies, plus a host of 
other helpful functions such as "Who will baby sit for the Jones family 
on campsite #22?" 
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In conclusion, certain pertinent observations must be made of camper-
centered program organization. Leadership must be conversant with 
dynamics of group activity. An indifferent interest in fishing may be 
converted into a rushfor bait upon inspecting a spectacular catch of one 
lucky angler. Our most exciting community lunch cook-outs for the past 
few years were started by a New York accountant who relished sparking 
this event. Interests and program pattern of one week's camper group 
may be quite different than that of another. Our program would hardly 
get off the ground without effective handling of small family group and 
broader campground community group action. Finally, it should be r e 
cognized that progressive campground leadership must reach out for 
new ideas. Bob Elliot's editorial on "Two kinds of Camping" and FCF 
President Harrison's call for returning campers to natural surroundings 
prompted efforts to stimulate "wilderness" extension camping atMRA. 
We cannot rely wholly on past experience or camper suggestions for 
creative, constructive and satisfying recreation. 

SAMPLE CAMPGROUND COMMUNITY 
GROUP PROGRAMS 

We explained above the program organization technique based on 
sign-up sheets and scheduled activities. It must be remembered that 
much camper time is spent in areas of participation not scheduled. Many 
popular activities do not appear on the sign-up sheets. These sheets ear
mark instruction in sports rather than show evidence of casual partici
pation by campers having no need for help in swimming, tennis, archery, 
sailing, or water skiing. There is no provision for sign-up in such areas 
as Saturday night social festivities, fishing, rowboating, trail walking, or 
sightseeing motor tours. Yet, hundreds attend square dances; over 1200 
fish worms were sold during the summer of 1967; 18 rowboats were in 
constant use and mostfamilies, by requesting area trail maps and region 
sightseeing folders, indicated plans to walk and explore. 

Our principle area of interest is an investigation of selected programs 
that foster a maximum of family involvement. 

Community Campfires 

These are the very symbols of family camping. During summer, they 
occur once or twice a week while many families have quiet get-to
gethers nightly at their own fireplaces. Administrative details include 
provision of wood and enforcement of safety. We try to plan for all age 
groups. An early hour is set for tots with marshmallows, round singing 
and fairy tales. Uninhibited solo performances are relished by parents. 
After the very young are put to bed, older campers gather in our fire 
ring. While a member of the staff is on hand, we endeavor to foster 
camper leadership in singing with impromptu assists from guitars and 
harmonicas. Humor and the age-old custom of story telling are com
bined to bring a sense of well-being and contentment to the camper 
group. When campers with special entertainment skills are discovered, 
our staff might gently urge them to make an appearance. While a fire 
under the stars is the best setting for this program, it often shifts into 
our darkened recreation hall with indoor fireplace aglow should weather 
force the move. During some weeks we find a third section of the camp-
fire program format with teenagers assembling at their own fire ring. 

Story-Nature Walk 

A study of MRA trail map and discussion of objective precedes this 
activity—do we try the waterfall trail or the route to our beaver dam? 
Point of departure is a high overlook where the leader mentions geo
logical significance and historical anecdotes associated with our front 
door neighbor. Mount Monadnock. Questions are asked about MRA 
origins, the why of stone walls in woods. Our answers make up the 
"s tory" part of the nature walk. Our trail passes thru a section of 
young trees, of lightning-struck trees, and hurricane-felled t r e e s -
evidences of fire and violence in the forest. We see a glacial rollstone, 
chipping eroding rock, and we approach a gorge (what one Japanese 
professor told us was a typical crack in the earth). The feel and sound 
of the woods impresses us as we pass thru ground covered with moss 
and suddenly hear the roar of our waterfall. This story-nature walk is 
not only an educational experience, it is also a social event. Walking 
together is conducive to talking together. Dad "hops to i t" with extra
vagant gestures of gallantry as he helps the ladies negotiate a difficult 
section of t e r ra in . . .everyone gets a laugh out of Susie's loose-footed 
slip and dunking in the brook. We go "cross country" from waterfall to 
beaver dam. No hard packed trail but the soft arch supporting humus 
is under foot. Droppings of a wild animal piled by a cave reveal the 
secret of his den, freshly chipped logs tell us our beaver friends are near 
at hand. All kinds of explanations and stories reveal themselves in this 
informal venture into our natural environment. We may "get lost" and 
use direction shadows of the sun or we may be startled by the unexpected 
flushing of a grouse. All this, plus the togetherness of the group, make 
our story-nature walk a memorable family experience. 

Cruiser Rides and Water Skiing 

While water skiing requires developed coordination and swimming 
skills, a sightseeing ride in a 23-foot inboard cruiser may be enjoyed 
by babes in arms and oldsters. Combining both activities makes it 
possible for spectators to enjoy a boat ride before the "action" begins. 
All family members are involved either watching the skiing or helping 
beginners start, or manning the tow ropes. Experts ski first and are 
then available to give guidance and instruction to beginners. Many a 
family, particularly with teenagers, looks back at this program with 
fond memories. 

Group Mountain Climb 

From every nook and corner of the campground we are aware of Mount 
Monadnock. The challenge to reach its summit has made this famous 
terrain feature "every man's Everest." Sponsoring mountain climbing 
poses certain responsibilities for MRA. There are hazards even with 
a recreational climb. It takes 5 to 6 hours round trip to climb on our 
private trail . We have the following rules: A responsible adult must go 
on each trip, all climbers sign out at the office, advise planned hour of 
return, and sign in on return. Proper clothing and footwear are checked. 
This activity is most often a family affair. When many campers express 
interest in a climb, we suggest a large group event that develops in this 
manner: a caravan of cars goes up the toll-road on south face of moun
tain to the 2000 foot point at Half Way House. At the toll-road's end 
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MRA's telescope offers us close-ups of villages in the distance. We scan 
the horizon for Massachusetts' Berkshires and Vermont's Green Moun
tains. Our party splits with the energetic climbers scaling the 1000 foot 
south face to the mountain summit. The less ambitious members strike 
out eastward on trail to "Surprise Point" for a panoramic view of 
Thorndike Lake and the familiar landmarks of MRA. Each group faces 
a challenge, having demands within its members' physical capabilities. 
Each party enjoys the satisfaction of achieving. 

Lunch Cook-Out 

Having a meal with members of one's own family may not always be 
a recreational experience but breaking bread with a large group takes 
on the atmosphere of a "feast" with all the appeal of a special event. 
Camper group cook-outs require an active individual or committee to 
ensure program success. Much organization and planning are involved: 
establishing the menu, joint purchase of supplies, assigning responsi
bilities for the fire, cooking, serving and clean-up. This program can 
call for enjoyment of a variety of recreational activities. Fishermen get 
busy to embellish the table with their catch; a proud mother produces 
her special brand of stew. 

Group Sports 

Events in this category are soft-ball, volley-ball, water basketball, and 
the water carnival or swim meet. MRA's emphasis is on family partici
pation. If all members of the family group are not actually active in 
the game, at least they have a function as rooting spectators! 

The Saturday Night Dance 

Social activities start early, with the little ones folk and square 
dancing and parents observing with a glow in their faces. We engage 
callers who are familiar with both western and traditional square dance 
techniques. Beginners and experts all have their allotted share of the 
evening. It is not uncommon for the leader to stop the square dancing 
if interest so dictatesandcontinuewithwaltzesand fox-trots. Teenagers 
have their own special room for dancing. 

The seven group recreation programs just described consider only 
a portion of our responsibility in providing a quality camping experience. 
Family activity is enriched when all its members share fun together. 
Learning basic sports or recreation skills is an essential prerequisite 
to this condition. For example, boating can be dangerous and ill-advised 
for a family unless all its members are swimmers and familiar with 
handling and safe conduct in a row-boat. Hence, bringing campers to 
satisfactory achievement levels in swimming and water safety is a 
logical function of campground operation. MRA's swimming instruction 
is offered on a group basis, stressing the fun of being in the water. We 
help beginners gain confidence by discovering the flotation potential of 
their bodies. Simple acts of foot, leg, and arm action for propulsion are 
taught in a non-technical manner. Encouragement and assistance to 
children by qualified parents are solicited so that actually the learning 
process becomes a sharing and cooperative family experience. 

By providing free group classes, we encourage acquisition of beginner 
skills in such life-time sports as archery and tennis. These activities 
appeal to all ages and both sexes. They require a minimum of physical 
capability to render personally satisfying achievement levels. Being 
knowledgeable about the techniques of these sports, we are able to stick 
to fundamentals. Camper visits are generally too brief to permit in
struction in depth. The teaching role in a family campground serves 
the purpose of motivating interest, of making a beginning for families 
entering new spheres of leisure activity. 

To summarize, the family campground recreation program is a unique 
endeavor. It seeks to involve all ages, and both sexes in leisure ex
perience democratically initiated with a view to offering at meaningful 
levels for varying degrees of personal capability. Activities are pur
sued freely with the extent of enjoyment serving as a criteria of success. 

OBSERVATIONS OF SELECTED 
FAMILY CAMPER EXPERIENCES 

Analysis of individual and family group experiences is the most im
portant segment of this report. Efforts to organize a campground r ec 
reation program will have been in vain unless some meaningful results 
are discernible. Will campers leave our area richer as a result of 
wholesome physical, emotional and aesthetic activity? Havey they been 
made to feel welcome by the campground community, and have they 
derived a sense of belonging? Have their desires and interests been 
recognized and have they been given opportunity for self-expression in 
concert with other campers in democratic fashion? Have they tasted 
the sweet wine of approval after demonstrating personal achievement or 
contributing to progress of family fun? Have mother, father, and the 
children each had a chance to pursue those activities of particular 
interest to themselves; at the same time has each been willing to sub
ordinate his own preferences for the good of the group? Have our people 
exercised good manners, have they disciplined themselves to respect 
the rights of others in the campground community? Have exposures to 
natural beauty touched off a note of awareness and appreciation that 
sparks the desire to conserve and protect? 

As we seek answers to these questions, we must be mindful that the 
manner in which a family derives its fun is more important than outward 
manifestations of performance. The sense of elation and pride at reach
ing Mount Monadnock' speak is more significant than the fact of climbing. 
The extent to which activities meet individual and family needs, there
fore, is the yardstick for measuring their effectiveness. Making such an 
evaluation is the job of objective social research. In the absence of such 
findings, we can only submit our personal observations. The following 
is an attempt to show by explanation or example how the recreation 
program in a campground serves human needs. 

The Need for Physical Well-being 

Numerous sports activities were available to campers as was noted 
on sign-up sheets and bulletin board announcements. These were de
signed for progressive levels of achievement in which all members of 
the family could be involved together. For instance, walking for pleasure 
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could take the form of a trip along the nature-story trail around Honey
moon Pond or the group could elect to climb Mount Monadnock. The 
"Life Time" sport concept with carry-over potential for all ages has 
been the focus of MRA attention. Health, after all, is dependent not on 
spurts of exercise, but on habitual activity. Interest is sustained through 
learning skills that in turn make a sport pleasurable. 

The Need to Feel Welcome and Wanted 

Prompt handling of correspondence, our suggestion that the campers 
make pre-season area inspection, our desire to place campers in a loca
tion they prefer, the confirmed reservation and the warm thoughtful 
greeting upon the camper's arrival all say to a family, "Happy to see 
you here." 

The Need for Recognition 

The format of the camper program planning meeting says in effect: 
"This is your vacation, your experience, just how would you like to 
organize the fun?" Our New York accountant who initiated the idea of 
camper community cook-outs is recognized as THE authority on the 
subject and is always called on to head the project. Young Carl Stevens 
has a reputation for successful pickerel fishing. He knows Honeymoon 
Pond from top to bottom. Anyone asking aboutfishing in these waters is 
naturally referred to young Carl. 

The Need for Approval 

Jim Anderson and his boy loved the lake and desired to learn water 
skiing. Both were stout, clumsy, poorly coordinated, and each was in 
for a giant's share of "ski-flopping." We were sympathetice with their 
struggle to achieve where most other campers were successful and 
realized that both had physical handicaps to overcome. Day after day we 
gave this good-natured determined father-son team our total support. 
On the morning of departure, Jim and his son executed a joyful spin 
around the lake. Both returned to the music of understanding applause of 
spectators. Both beamed a proud goodbye as they drove by after check
out. How does one measure the value of this experience? Actually, we can 
only feel it. Certainly this father and his son will never be strangers 
to each other. 

The Need for Family Unity 

The Joe Murphy family is made up of mother, father, and five teenage 
sons. Joe was a Scoutmaster. When his boys were younger he camped 
at areas identified only with rustic phases of outdoor recreation. On his-
first MRA visit he told us that his family might pull apart in the summer 
unless camping continued to appeal to his sons. They had outgrown the 
old format. Over a four-year period the Murphys made 43 trips to 
MRA. Joe's boys found what they needed in our recreation program: 
group sports, learning new skills in tennis, water skiing and sailing. 
(Eventually they purchased their own boat.) Three of Joe's sons had 
unusual musical talent and organized many campfire programs. Often 
they assumed responsibilities in the campground by substituting as 
lifeguards, answering the phone at the office and performing as disc 

jockeys at teen record hops. The Murphys did not suppress their previous 
camping interests. Fishing and hiking continued to be an important part 
of their experience. Joe and his wife were a congenial couple capable of 
finding fun and social compatibility in any type campground. The Murphys 
found their answer to a problem that is disturbing many families with 
children "outgrowing" the traditional family campground. They exposed 
their children to leisure activities that interest a teenage boy and at the 
same time encouraged their sons to take on responsibilities necessary 
for maturing children. 

It 's Not the Activity, but What the Activity Does for You That Counts 

Roger Aldrich camped ten days at MRA with his daughter and son. 
Daughter played "secretary" evenings with our female office attendant. 
His son was a constant companion of the author's two boys. Roger, with 
some hesitation, participated in group sports, went on a mountain climb 
with his children, and was seen to attend all evening social functions. He 
left this note when he checked out: "Thanks for being so thoughtful and 
not asking questions about a man camping alone with his children. Thanks 
for giving us a chance to enjoy so much fun. The children were busy and 
happy. Your family was kind. I was about to open up a bit at the square 
dance. You see, Mrs. Aldrich passed away three years ago. It's been 
difficult for the children and myself to enjoy ourselves. This camping 
trip has helped and we are grateful." We do not imply that our r ec 
reation program solved this family's problem. The warmth, the sense 
of security and well being, the opportunity to be creative in fun all 
were steps in the right direction. 

Enjoyment, the Over-riding Goal of All Recreation 

Andy Bilbo and his family (wife, three teenagers and three younger 
children) have no problems as such unless it 's to find an area that offers 
many outlets for the imagination and energy of his large family. A 
bird's eye-view of Andy and his people would reveal the following: 
Saturday afternoon he's relaxed, smiling, and waving from a sail boat 
as his oldest daughter flashes by on water skiis; Monday morning early 
the entire family selects a mountain climbing expedition for the day's 
activity. That night they are off with other campers for a hay ride; 
Tuesday we see him rushing to the net in a close doubles tennis match 
with his three teenagers; next he's playing in the water with his youngest 
boy, showing him how to float. Mrs. Bilbo returns on Wednesday for a 
second nature-story walk saying that the kids wanted to hear about and 
see the woods and animals all over againl Later in the week we watch 
Andy and his wife demonstrate a Sicilian Tarantella to the applause of 
onlookers at Saturday night folk and square dance party. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Need for Research 

This paper is a personal review of five years ' experience with r ec 
reation programs in a private family campground. In may ways we have 
ventured into new areas of family recreation in a highly developed situ
ation not typical of the average operation. Our work should be subjected 
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to critical evaluation. In the long run, this study may not be judged valid 
either in part or in whole unless its contents are checked by scrutiny of 
social research. 

Certain facts reveal favorable response to MRA's recreation program. 
In the summer of 1963, we recorded 446 camper family days, in 1967 
there were 3,294. Of the 1,985 families visiting in this five-year period, 
19 percent returned for two or more trips. This evidence of growth and 
repeat visits shows interest in our program even though the area has 
one of the highest camping fees in the United States. Yet, we need data 
on growth and response from other types of camping areas to form a 
basis of comparion with our own. Operators planning recreation pro
grams for their areas may find some encouragement from a New 
Hampshire survey reporting 43 percent of campers questioned giving 
recreation and social interests as dominant motivation for involvement. '• 

Of equal importance to the obvious quantitative measurement above 
is a determination of effects of program on individual and family group 
needs. Just what can a campground recreation program do to help 
families feel they are really wanted and welcome? Where can they ex
press interests and be recognized? In what ways do their camping 
experiences bring encouragement, praise and approval? What impact 
does experience have on family interpersonal relations, on fostering 
family unity, on positive social attitudes, on patterns of adjustment to 
divisive forces in a contemporary society? Approximately 475 families 
either returned to MRA for two or more visits or elected to remain for 
at least one week. These people might tell us what leisure experiences 
were preferred or most meaningful, whether or not the cost of program 
was worth the benefits derived, and why they returned for a second 
visit or continued to remain after arrival. Professional social research 
skills are needed to devise methods and instruments for compiling and 
measuring responses to MRA experience and those of other operations. 
Families should be questioned objectively and in depth for us to uncover 
answers. The anecdotal sketches recorded by the author of individual 
and family experiences are not adequate for ultimate determination of 
values received from camping recreation programs. 

Knowledge gained from these proposed research efforts would help 
structure programs more closely identified with camper interest and 
needs. Actually, these findings would confirm or reject the validity of 
providing such services in the first place. 

Need for Trained Leadership 

From our report, it is evident that knowledge of recreation leadership 
is indispensible to development of a family campground leisure program. 
When private campgrounds enlarge their facilities to include recrea
tional opportunities, evidence of efforts to provide leadership and 
programs is in many cases lacking. Pre-occupation with "nuts and 
bolts" physical considerations works to the detriment of creating mean
ingful camping experiences by sapping energy and beclouding vision of 
area operators. Finally, we feel that to a large extent no programs 
exist because of a lack of owner understanding and interest. A New 
Hampshire study reveals the diversity of private operators' backgrounds 
with little or no training in recreation.2 This fact must not deter our 

efforts to bring insight and skill to these people through extension 
courses, clinics, workshops at demonstration campgrounds and by dis
cussions at campground leaders meetings. Any contemplated training 
program for these lay people must be modified from academic levels 
normally associated with professional preparation. Its approach should 
be practical, illustrative, devoid of frills, yet identified with sound 
criteria of campground recreation practice. 

Need for Close Identification with Family Life and Problems 

Because of its special sociological format, the campground has a 
special obligation to work for family unity and harmony by fostering 
those activities and group experiences favoring family involvement. 
Families gathered in the semi-secluded outdoor setting of the camp
ground take on the earmarks of a tribal community. Detracting in
fluences of urban life are eliminated. Dad is not drawn away by business, 
mother has no club meeting, sister has no beauty parlor appointment, 
and brother will not be committed to a ball game schedule. 

Adaption of Physical Facilities to Implement Program 

MRA's set-up is the product of 17 years of development. It is hardly 
the prototype for the average area to follow. Modest strides towards 
producing program facilities can be realized by interested area opera
tors with minimum expense and maximum use of what the campground 
might already possess. Each area, if it aspires to develop a model 
recreation program, should have the following as a functional base: 

1. Water resource for swimming and boating. 

2. Wooded terrain for campsites and walking trails. 

3. Open fields for playground and sports facilities and spotting of 
certain proportion of campsites. 

4. Central campfire circle and meeting area. 

5. Covered shelter for social recreation, particularly during 
inclement weather. Additional rustic building for nature lab. 

6. Bulletin boards for program announcements. 

Financing 

Few private endeavors are in such direct competition with public 
operations as the family campground. Our rate structures are condi
tioned by nominal fees of public areas. Government has long been charged 
with the responsibility of makingAmerica'sgreatout-of-doorsavailable 
to its citizens as a public trust withfees geared to bare essentials. One 
important fact must be remembered: public management is directed 
basically toward natural conservation for everyone's use. Regard for 
camper recreational needs may at times be incidental to a conservation 
mission. Here sits the tremendous opportunity for the private sector. 
By maintaining high standards of physical plant operation and producing 
quality recreational services, the private campground operator frees 
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himself from shackles of unrealistic tax supported government fees. 
It will take time for campers to appreciate the fact that extra services 

cost money. We must make every effort to hasten the dawn of under
standing. It is hoped that camper organization representatives will 
interpret this point of view to their membership. We hope that camping 
equipment sales people will explain that initial investment costs are 
not the ticket to minimal fees at camping areas. We trust that editorials 
in our camping magazines will call for realistic upgrading of rates to 
support adequate standards of campground operation. 

Suggestions for the Future 

1. We should examine outdoor recreational programs of family and 
children's resident camps, resorts, and cabin colonies. While 
family camping is an entity distinct from these agencies, their 
experience should be noted for potential parallel application in 
areas of recreation programming. 

2. We should seek guidance from allied disciplines: public and 
private agency recreation directors, social group workers, and 
family case workers. 

3. We should establish active dialogue with camper organizations to 
determine interests, clarify problems, and develop better mutual 
understanding. 

4. We should feel free to experiment and widen the scope of our 
operations. Rental units and camper cabins might be used to help 
new camping families "cross over" to the total experience of 
acquiring their own equipment and camping on their own. In 
cases where such practice would not violate integrity of a family 
camping situation, we should render services to qualified 
companion organizations such as the American Youth Hostel 
Movement, church youth groups, golden age organizations, Boy 
and Girl Scouts, etc. 

5. We should investigate our potential value in offering facilities 
to families under supervisory care of case work agencies. Social 
engineers struggling with disadvantaged core city families might 
well explore family campgrounds as low-cost outdoor recrea
tional outlets. Our areas could give these depressed people 
" . . . some contact with nature, relief from the oppressiveness of 
a city summer, the chance to learn new skills and to sense new 
individual capacities."3 

6. We should take a long hard look at franchised family camping. 
Modern life is filled with stereotypes. Identical donut shops and 
orange roofed motels flood our countryside. It is said that fran
chised campgrounds insure high standards of operation and such 
reassurances are certainly needed by the camping public. We 
hope, however, that franchisers will encourage franchisees to 
exercise creative operational approaches to their areas. We 
deplore foisting sameness onto families trying to escape mo
notony of urban existence. 

7. The FCF Standards Program has started an admirable service 
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to recognize properly developed and maintained campgrounds. 
FCR guidelines currently only refer to physical aspects of areas. 
We should also develop a set of standards for the quality of 
experience we offer our campers. 

Our study has reported efforts at MRA that we consider to have some 
merit. Before closing, we wish to point out shortcomings and, where 
possible, suggest remedies: 

1. We failed to give proper emphasis to teenage programming. 
Meetings could have been held to plan activities with this age 
group. Special facilities could have been set aside to help them 
achieve status and independence they need so badly in this 
troubled age. Many aspects of campground life offer opportunities 
for teenagers to assume responsibilities at least on a part-time 
basis. 

2. We lacked opportunities for campers to be involved in rustic 
handcrafts, campcraft outdoor cookery, and nature education. 
Lack of funds for staff resulted in our failure to follow through 
with planned extension of a wilderness camping project. An 
outpost should be set up. A simple nature lab could be erected, 
with campers submitting specimens of plant and wildlife. 

3. While NAFCAS "Seven Cs" of proper camper conduct were 
posted on bulletin boards, we lost many opportunities to educate 
campers in good camping manners. It is felt that more could be 
done to instill positive attitudes toward such pressing problems 
as water pollution, fire prevention, and natural resource conser
vation. Films, fireside talks, and play acting could have been 
organized to dramatize the importance of these subjects. 

Many problems confront the establishment of recreation programs in 
a private family campground. We trust our effort is a step forward in 
opening this challenging frontier. 
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